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Field theory is one of the most difficult subject to learn and there are usually no
analytical solutions for complex geometric boundaries. With the emergence of
interactive computer graphics, any complex field problems may be simulated
with the aid of numerical analysis. In the preliminary survey of this thesis, finite
difference methods are used to approximate the Laplace equation. The problems
and weakness of this method are discussed. Based on the finite element method,
an educational software system for the graphical simulation of two-dimensional
field problems is developed. In this system, the field boundaries may be open or
closed. The most characteristic feature is its capability to solve the problem either
manually by arbitrarily defining the size of triangular meshes, or automatically
by recursively generating a succession of increasingly finer meshes until the
potential difference between any pair of connected nodes is within a specified
tolerance. Moreover, zooming of regions of particular interest and plotting- of
orthogonal curves are two additional features available in the system. Typical
examples are presented to illustrate the capabilities of the system.
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1.1 The Significance of Laplace Equation
The subject of field theory is an important topic in engineering curriculum.
Because of its mathematical nature, the field theory course is difficult for students
to follow. Mathematically, field theory is a description of any system which is
characterized by a certain partial differential equation [Baden Fuller 73], which
involves two or more independent variables. Among all the mathematical
models, Laplace equation is the simplest type and the most generalized one
because all the diffusion problems are governed by this single second-order
artial differential equation as shown in follows:
where u is a function of two independent space variables x andy, and the operator
is called the Laplacian.
Laplace equation is so popular that it applies to the following diffusior
problems [Fenner74]:
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1) thermal conduction in a solid or fluid medium
2) electrical conduction in a solid or fluid medium
3) electrostatic potential distribution in an insulating medium
4) fluid flow in a porous medium, such as water in soil
5 neutron diffusion in a nuclear reactor.
As there are so many engineering field problems which may be modelled
by the Laplace equation. Hence successful simulation of the Laplace equation
will be a close analogy to the reality.
1.2 The Role of Computer Graphics Simulation
There are, in fact, four main methods of solving a particular field problem
with known boundary conditions [Parton86]:
(1) Free-hand sketching
(2) Numerical. approximation employing iteration, relaxation and, most
extensively nowadays, the digital computer
(3) Mathematical analysis employing images, conjugate functions,
conformal transformation, power series, cylindrical and spherical'
harmonics
(4) Experimental analogues using the electrolytic tank, rubber
membranes, soap film Hele-Shaw fluid-flow equipment and
photo-elasticity.
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Free-hand sketching, however, is essentially an approximate method
accurate to 10 per cent and is very time consuming when done manually. Analytic
visualization requires a great deal of experience and skill on part of the students.
On the other hand, this method is limited to those situations where the problem
are expressible in analytical form. Typically, conformal transformation is by far
the most powerful method, being capable of handling boundaries of much more
complicated shape than other analytical methods. It can be used to analyze the
field and in many cases, allow the direct calculation of field maps. The chief
limitation in applying transformation techniques, is that, for most problems, the
appropriate equation of transformation must be known, boundaries have to be
assumed to be equipotentials, or coincident with flux lines,. or combination of
these two types. The traditional approach to teaching of field problem is to
include experimental laboratory sessions with the course. Unfortunately, this
approaches mandates the use of equipment that is expensive to purchase and
maintain. Moreover, changing the boundary conditions many require to set up
the experiment again, which is not time and cost effective.
Upon the emergence of simulation by interactive computer graphics, any
field problem can be solved to any degree of accuracy numerically [Hoole86].
Moreover, it has been found that the students are likely to increase their interest
with the aid of visual demonstrations on computers [Volakis87]. Besides,
graphical simulation also provides an alternative or sometimes even a better way
to conduct engineering experiment [Pugh86]. It helps students to understand
more clearly about the complex physical concepts associated with many
engineering disciplines [Wozny8l]. It can also be used to display and extract
information rapidly and effectively in the appropriate forms, which will in turn
stimulate the student's interest. In a highly interactive environment, students can
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react with the system by requesting various pieces of information, and or by
varying the parameters in order to study their effects on the characteristics of
the system [Smith86]. As a result, interactive graphical simulation represents a
new tool in the teaching of engineering courses.
1.3 Overview of the Thesis
Chapter 2 is a preliminary study of interactive graphical simulation on
Laplace equation. It uses finite difference method to approximate the.Laplace
equation. The problems of interactive graphical simulation of an engineering
model is explored.
The finite element method used to approximate the Laplace equation is
formulated in Chapter 3. Both open or closed boundaries problems are
considered. Three techniques are used to solve the matrix equations derived
from the finite element method. Their execution speeds are compared.
An overview of the software system using the finite element method to solve
the Laplace equation is presented in Chapter 4. The functions of the system are
also described.
Chapter 5 describes the implementation of the system in a step by step
manner where the methods or techniques used are explained in details.
Chapter 6 describes seven typical examples on field problems to illustrate
the capabilities of the system.
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Finally, conclusions and the direction of the future developments are
contained in Chapter 7.
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2. PRELIMINARY SURVEY
• 2.1 The Finite Difference Method
In all kinds of partial differential equations the derivatives can be
represented by difference quotients. This is equivalent to convert a differential
equation into a difference equation. For a steady-state heat flow in a rectangular
region, the region can be replaced by a gridwork where each point at the
intersection of gridwork is a node. Each node together with its four neighboring
nodes will satisfy the corresponding difference equation. By solving these
equations for all the nodes with known boundary conditions simultaneously, the
value at each node can be determined. The finer is the grid, the larger the number
of equations involved, the more accurate is the result and the longer is the
computing time.
Let A x or A y= h= equal spacing of gridwork in the x- and y-direction as
shown in figure 2.1 respectively. By the central difference method, the second
partial derivative d 2 u/ d x 2 can be approximated by evaluating the function at
.three points where x equals x, x,,+ A x, and x n- A x. The partial derivative
a 2 u/ a y 2 is similarly computed by holding x constant. If the second partial
derivative is approximated by the forward or backward difference method, a
larger error of 0( h) will be involved as compared with the error of 0 (h 2) as
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Figure 2.1 Division of region in the xy-plane
The Laplace equation on a region in the xy-plane is solved by subdividing
the region with equispaced lines parallel to the x- and y-axes as shown in
figure 2.2.
U1 U2 U3
Figure 2.2 Gridwork in a rectangular region
100 0
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To solve the Laplace equation for the node (xi,yj), the derivatives in the
is replaced by the central difference quotients as follows:
or
If the region is equally spaced, i.e. x= y =1, then the Laplace difference
equation is simplified to
It is observed that four neighboring points are involved when evaluating at




2.2' Problems in Solving a Large Number of Simultaneous Difference
Equations
In solving the Laplace equation for a rectangular region, the region is
approximated by a gridwork with equispaced points while the derivative
corresponds to each point is replaced by a difference equation. Thus, the value
at each point can be calculated by solving the system of equations simultaneously.
Solution to the set of equations can easily be solved by a computer when
there are only a few points, but this is only true when low accuracy solution is
desired. An alternative way to show a large amount of numerical data is by
graphical representation. In order to obtain a graphical display of reasonable
resolution, the number of points on the screen must be increased. In fact,
numerical methods can be used to solve the Laplace equation to any desired
accuracy by increasing the number of points. However, this method runs into
severe difficulties, it is very apparent that the number of equations increases
extraordinary fast when higher accurate solution is required. Problems created
on execution complexity and memory requirement sometimes make it almost
impossible to implement. For example, when there are 105 discrete interior
points within a rectangular region, storing a matrix with 105 rows and columns
would require 44,000 bytes of computer memory with 465 equations, 865,000
bytes of memory is needed [Gerald80]. In fact, there are three methods based
on iterative techniques which can be used to solve the Laplace equation, and at
the same time, reduce the storage space required.
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2.2.1 Liebmann Method [Gerald80]
The solution to the Laplace equation is approximated by a set of equations:
Liebmann's method is to rearrange these equations into a new form:
Based on this method, with some initial approximation to the solution vector
u, the new generated components of u will converge to the solution. The-
computation process is iterated by repeatedly substituting new values to the
equation until all components of uj, is within a given tolerance.
The most obvious advantage of the Liebmann's method is a greatly reduced
demand for computer memory space. As in the previous stated example, where
there are 105 interior points at grid intersections, Liebmann's method will need
to store only the 105 values of u plus 44 boundary values this require about
900 bytes. For 465 points, the memory size of 865,000 bytes is reduced to a very
moderate 3,350 bytes.
Although iterative methods such as the Liebmann's method, surelywill need
more computational effort than the methods by elimination, there is a significant
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reduction in execution time with large systems. This is especially true when
graphical representation is desired instead of just returning a set of numerical
data. However, the chief drawback of Liebmann's method is the slow rate of
convergence; i.e. more iterations are required to attain a given accuracy.
2.2.2. Successive Over-Relaxation (S.O.R.) Method [Gerald80]
To solve the slow convergence problem of the Liebmann's method, an
over-relaxation factor can be introduced to give a significantly faster
convergence. Reconsider the equation of Liebmann's method, each interior
point is approximated by
By both adding and subtracting a u on the right hand side, the equation
becomes:
where the superscripts indicate the iteration number.
The bracketed term can be considered as an adjustment to the old value
a to give. an improved value, new u` 1 In order. to speed up convergence,
an over-relaxation factor w is included as follows:
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Although maximum acceleration for S.O.R. method is obtained for some
optimum value of w, this value is not always predictable in advance. However,
it will always lie somewhere between 1.0 and 2.0. Different value of w will affect
the number of iterations slightly, but is acceptable from the execution complexity
point of view.
2.2.3 Alternating Direction Implicit (A.D.I.) Method [Gerald80]
In the alternating direction implicit method, the finite difference
approximation to Laplace's equation is developed as:
The superscripts are the iteration number. When calculating the (n+1)th
iteration, their results of the nth iteration which is a set of values in a horizontal
row that are already known, is used for the approximation to u/x.
Since the solution of u j, is iterative, therefore the (k+1)st and (k+2)nd





As Equation 1 proceeds. down each column of points in turn, while
Equation 2 processes them row-wise, a tridiagonal coefficient matrix is obtained
by properly ordering the equations. Although the proper choice of the parameter
p can accelerate the convergence, just like the S.O.R. method in Chapter 2.2.2,
it is not predictable in advance.
The iteration begins with an initial estimate of the u 10 'vector. The iterations
are terminated when the calculation is within a given tolerance, and the last u l k I
vector is the solution.
The main advantage of this technique is that it has a minimum of
computational effort equivalent to S.O.R., but converging faster.
2.3 Comparisons of Iterative Methods for Laplace Equation
In the previous section, three different iterative methods for solving the
Laplace equation have been studied- To illustrate the fact that the choice of
iterative method will affect the execution speed and memory requirement, the
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comparisons begin by implementing programs to solve the steady-state heat flow
problem for a rectangular region, where the temperature corresponds to each
interior points u (xi, yj) is represented by color graphics.
Typically, the program is implemented on the IBM PC-AT compatible with
the usage of Turbo Pascal version 4.0. The size of the region is 420x270 pixels
and there are 105 equispaced interior points (distributed into 7 rows x 15
columns) as shown in figure 2.3. The tolerance for each method is 0.01, i.e. the
iteration will terminate once the difference between the old value and the new
generated value is within 0.01 of the old value.
Figure 2.3 A region with 105 equispaced interior points
2.3.1 Memory Requirements
For the Liebmann's method, the approximation to each interior point
u (xi, yi) is based on the values of four neighboring points (left u (x 1, y j),
right u (xi, yi), top u (xi, yj) and bottom u (xi,yi)), thus only the 105
points plus 44 boundary values are required to store which is approximately 900
bytes.
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While the S.O.R. method is just an extension of Liebmann's method, all it
needs is an over-relaxation factor. Therefore, no extra storage is necessary.
A.D.I. method need quite large amount of memory spaces: two 105x3
matrices are required to store the coefficients (one for processing columnwise
and one for processing row-wise) four vectors each of length 44 are used to store
the constant boundary conditions together with two more 105 elements' vectors
for the boundary values, and two 105 elements' solution vectors. As a result, this
method primarily needs 7,356 bytes.
2.3.2 Execution Complexity
Although the magnitude of execution time for Liebmann's method depends
on how good a starting vector can supply, and very strongly on the precision
required, it uses 37 iterations (approximately 3 seconds) to reach the desired
accuracy.
S.O.R. method is developed to compensate the weakness of Liebmann's
method, i.e. the slow convergence rate. In fact, it requires just half the number
of iterations of what Liebmann's method would require. That is, only 18 iterations
(approximately.2 seconds) to converge to the solution.
The main reason for the improvement in convergence rate is that the
bracketed term of:
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is an adjustment to the old value, u (k)to give the new and improved value,u(k).
Moreover, by including an appropriate over-relaxation factor w, a maximum
acceleration of convergence will.be attained, resulting in a significant reduction
in the number of iterations.
Since the nature of A.D.I. method is to order and process the points
columnwise, then row-wise in turn, therefore two cycles are needed in order to
complete one iteration. It is reasonable to predict that there is a moderately
increase in the number of iterations. As a matter of fact, it uses 22 iterations
(approximately 5 seconds) to acquire the solution.
2.3.3 Programming Effort
The programming effort for both Liebmann's and S.O.R. method is
minimal. Except for the design of graphics output, all they need is a routine to
generate new components of uij, iteratively until the desired accuracy is reached.
For A.D.I. method, several initialization must be made before actual
computation is started. First, two coefficient matrices have to be established for
both columnwise and row-wise calculation. Second, two boundary condition
vectors are setup for the storage of boundary values. The last step is to use the
LU decomposition technique to solve the two coefficient matrices in preparation
for solving the tridiagonal systems.
Upon the completion of all of the preliminaryinitialization, iteration may
begin by proceeding: down each columns of points in turn, then by processing,
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them row-wise. During each iteration, large amount of matrix computation is
involved which complicates the effort of coding.
2.3.4 Discussion on the Method Selected
At this stage, three graphical programs based on different iteration
techniques are compared. It seems that S.O.R. method is a reasonable choice.
On the one hand, S.O.R. method provides the fastest convergence rate together
with minimum memory requirement. On the other hand, the limited effort of
programming is an added benefit. As a result, S.O.R. method is the best candidate
among the three techniques.
2.4 Techniques for Graphical Display
The program would be still at its infancy stage if there were 105 equispaced
graphics pixels to represent the temperature in a region of 420x270 pixels, since
only 0.1% of the surface area is filled by graphics pixels. The temperature
distribution within the whole rectangular region cannot be visualized with such
limited number of pixels. Further refinement to improve the quality of graphics
display is the next major task.
In principle, the ideal and most accurate approach is to compute the
temperature within the region point by point. However, it violates two most
important constraints: (1) a very large memory requirements. For example,
consider a rectangular region of size 420x270 pixels, over 600 Kilobytes of
memory will. be, required- to store all the temperature values (2) an enormous
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computing time- the number of iterations will increase significantly since there
will be over 600,000 equations to solve, thus the execution complexity will be
slowed.
In order to avoid the problems stated in the above, some graphics display
techniques must be used to generate temperature distribution based on the nodes
of limited number of known temperature (for example, the 105 interior points).
In fact, two alternative techniques may be used to provide a good quality of
graphics display.
2.4.1 Divide and Conquer by S.O.R.
Initially, the program is developed to use the S.O.R. method to solve 105
simultaneous equations for 105 temperature points within a region. To increase
the precision, the region is re-divided into 15 columns and 10 rows for a total of
150 interior points and 176 sub-regions. Temperature to those points are
evaluated by the S.O.R. method. Furthermore, each sub-region can be viewed
as an individual new rectangular region, temperature within each sub-region can
be computed in the same way by carry on the process of area division and
computation for each new sub-region.
Actually, the boundary temperature is assumed to be constant along each
side of the rectangular region. However, it is not the case in a sub-region where
temperatures only at four corners are known, the temperature along each side
of the sub-region is no longer constant. Therefore, when processing on the
sub-region, two approaches can be used to estimate the boundary temperature:
The first approach is to take the boundary temperature as the average of every
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two corners' temperature value. The second approach is to interpolate linearly
between corner points along the boundaries. However, both methods do not give
a satisfactory result, the reason will be discussed later.
2.4.2 Bicubic Bezier Surface [Hearn86, Foley84]
The second graphics display technique which is similar to the first one it
computes the temperature for 289 (17x17) interior points by S.O.R. method. The
region is then divided into 36 sub-regions, called patches as shown in figure 2.4,
each of which is composed of 16 points (4x4) where the equation of the surface
patch is defined by those points, and the temperature (T) is a parametric function
of the two variables s and t (i.e. T(s,t)). The two parameters s and t are restricted
to vary from 0 to 1. By varying s and t, temperature at each point within the patch
can be estimated by the corresponding surface patch's equation. The equation
of a bicubic Bezier surface patch can be expressed in terms of 16 defining data
points (i.e. the temperature) by the following formula:
t 3
t2
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3 -6 3 0
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1 0 0 0
B
T 11 T 12 T 13 T 14
T 21 T 22 T 23 T 24
T 31 T 32 T 33 T 34
T 41 T 42 T 43 T 44
Figure 2.4 A patch in the region
When the-bicubic equation T(s,t) is used to evaluate the temperature at any
point in a. patch, a.large. amount of matrix multiplication is involved and will be
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very time consuming. A much more efficient way of repeatedly evaluating the
polynomial equation is by forward differences. The forward difference of a
function f (t) is
where b is the step size for incrementing parametert.
By holding the parameters constant, T(s,t) becomes a third-order
polynomial,
Temperature across the horizontal patch can be computed by the following
forward difference equations:
When calculate the initial value at t= 0, the equations are simplified to:
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Thus, multiplications are required only at the initial evaluation, successive
values of T (t) are based on addition operation, which saves much computing
time as compared with the floating-point multiplication operation.
Temperatures at the vertical section of a patch can be calculated by
incrementing the parameter s to obtain a new function T (t) and carry out the
computation process again.
2.4.3 Comparisons on Graphical Display Techniques
For the divide and conquer by S.O.R., only an extra 15x10 matrix
(approximately 900 bytes) is required. The programming effort for this technique
is minimal, particularly when the average of two corner points are taken as
boundary temperature, only one line of source code has been modified. However,
the execution time is quite slow, it takes 8.5 minutes to complete the whole
process and even worst for linear interpolation of boundary temperature 15
minutes are required as large amount of multiplication is involved. As shown in
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figure 2.5 and figure 2.6, both approaches do not provide an ideal high-resolution
graphics output. In addition, the smoothness of flow contour cannot be
guaranteed across other sub-region. Therefore, graphical display may be
inaccurate.













Figure 2.5 Display of divide and conquer by taking the average of two
corner points as boundary temperature
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Display of divide and conquer by linear interpolation of
boundary temperature
The main disadvantage of Bezier surface patch method is the demand of
large memory storage. Since it has to store all. the: temperature values within
each patch. For a. region of 420x270 pixels divided into 36 patches, the size of
each patch is% approximately 45x40 pixels and about 10,800 bytes are required.
Execution time is still a bottle-neck for both methods, Bezier surface patch need
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8.5 minutes to complete 36 patches. However, by using forward difference to
evaluate the bicubic function, the whole process can be completed in 1 minute
and 42 seconds. Eventually, a major breakthrough is the improvement in the
quality of graphical output as shown in figure 2.7. The contour of heat-flow can
now be visualized by high-resolution graphics successfully.














Figure 2.7 Display of bicubic Bezier surface patch method
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2.5 Discussion on the Survey
In finite difference method for solving a partial differential equation, the
potential at a point is found to be the average of the potentials of its surrounding
four points. An obvious appeal of this method is relatively easy to understand.
However, the main disadvantage of the finite difference method is that it may
be impractical for complex geometric boundaries problems where equally spaced
grid cannot be fitted into the irregular regions.
Moreover, there are several limitations in a microcomputer:
1) the operating system of the IBM PC-AT compatible can allocate only 640
Kilobytes memory
2) the performance of the CPU is limited to 8 Mhz
3) both code and data size in Turbo Pascal version 4.0 compiler is restricted
to a maximum of 64 Kilobytes
Due to the above mentioned problems, a more flexible method than the
finite difference method is desired. On-the other hand, since the speed of the
CPU and the main memory in a micro-computer is limited, therefore it is
necessary that a workstation should be used for future development. In fact, the
SUN-3/1 10 has been selected for project development as it has the best hardware
configuration (monitor resolution, main memory and processor speed) at
CUHK.
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In the past ten years, the finite element method has been the most active
field of interest in the numerical solution of continuum problems, including
electromagnetic field analysis, solid mechanics, fluid mechanics, and aerospace
engineering [Hoburg and Davis 83]. The finite element method is particularly
well suited to problems with complex boundary geometries. In such problems
where there is no analytical solution, it generally gives a very accurate
approximation to the region of interest. Moreover, the finite element method
generally requires fewer nodes and provides better approximation to boundary
shapes. As a result, the systematic generality of the method makes it a versatile
tool for a wide range of problems [Sadiku89], at the same time the requirements
of the project can be fulfilled.
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3. THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
The finite element method to solve Laplace equation for closed and open
boundaries problems using linear triangular elements is presented in reference
[Norrie and DeVries 78, Stasa85] and [Silvester77, Steele87] respectively. The
formulation of those methods are described briefly in the following sections.
3.1 Closed Boundaries
The finite element method is essentially a method of finding approximate
solutions to a physical problem defined in a finite region.-or in a domain D with
the boundary conditions S. It is based upon a principle of variational calculus
that the solution T(x,y) satisfying the Laplace equation
with given boundary conditions is identical to that function which minimizes the
functional:
where T(x,y) are trial functions over the domain D.
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Figure 3.1 Region divided into n finite elements
In the finite element method, D is divided up into n finite elements as shown
in figure 3.1. The subdivision of the region and the continuity conditions imposed
on the trial functions allow Eq. (1) to be written as:
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The variation of T over each element is approximated by some specific
shape function. For example, in a two-dimensional problem, a simple linear
shape function:








Figure 3.2 A typical triangular element i
Consider a typical triangular element i in figure 3.2, it has three nodes (xi,yi),
(x,,yj), and (xm,ym). The potential function T at the nodes are assumed to be Ti,
Ti, and Tm, whose values are to be determined by finite element method.
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It is a matter of algebraic manipulation to determine the values of a,, a 2,
and a Sin Eq.(3) in terms of the assumed function Ti, TJ-, Tm and the geometrical
coordinates (x,y) of the nodes.
Therefore, the shape function is found to be:
and the area of triangle is:
Notice that aj, am, b-, bm, cJ-, cm, can be obtained by cyclic permutation of
the indices.
The required derivatives can be obtained from Eq.(4) as
Substitution of Eq.(5) into Eq.(2) yields the contribution for a single
element:
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Since the integrand in Eq.(6) is independent of the variables x and y, and
since
therefore Eq.(6) may be written as:
Since the correct solution to Laplace equation at the node p corresponds
to the minimization of 4) with respect to the assumed function TP at the node p,
i.e/Tp=O Differentiating Eq.(7) with respect to the proper Tp allows the
contribution / / of any element, say, element i to be determined. Thus, if
the node identifiers i, j, and m of elements i refer to the system node numbers
p, q, and r, respectively, differentiation of Eq.(7) with respect to Tp yields
where T's are assumed unknowns and b, c are expressed in terms of the
coordinates (x,y) of the nodes of the. triangle for the node p, the. contribution. of
all the elements have the nodein common will be:
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where i is the ith element.
It is evident that although the summation in Eq.(9) is taken for all the
elements, in fact, only those elements that have node p in common have a
non-zero contribution.
For the whole region, this requires that the partial derivative of with
respect to each nodal function Ti be zero, that is:
Actually Eq.(10) can be assembled to a system of matrix equation in the
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or
Considering the boundary conditions, if potential values on the boundary
are specified (Dirichlet boundary conditions), then there is no option of changing
potential value so as to minimize 4 (T), hence the system equation becomes
KT=R
To insert the boundary conditions into the system, suppose node p is
prescribed, then the diagonal element in the pth row of the system K matrix is
multiplied by a very large number, and at the same time the pth element in the
right hand side vector (i.e. R) is replaced by the same large number multiplied
by the prescribed value and by the diagonal element.
The solution of the resulting set of n equations will then produce the values
for n unknowns, i.e. Ti, i= 1..n, by any matrix equation solving technique.
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3.2 Open Boundaries
It is the characteristic of many field problems that the boundaries are not
closed, or else are so remote that they can be ignored [Silvester77]. The customary
method of approach is to set an artificial boundary imposed with a boundary
condition, usually Neumann or Dirichlet, around the region of interest, which is
far away enough to avoid interfering with the solution. However, this may result
in an increasing number of nodes where this information is not needed. A much
more appealing approach known as ballooning is .naturally suited to finite
element modeling where it does not involve a large surrounding area [Davis and
Hoburg 85]. To understand the technique, consider figure 3.3, I denotes the
picture frame boundary, 0 denotes a secondary boundary obtained from I by
blowing it up by a constant scale factor M, and R1 denotes the annular region
between I and 0. The finite element matrix corresponding to region R1 may be
defined as:
where the i and e subscripts denote nodes on the inner and outer boundaries.
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Figure 3.3 Finite element grid for the exterior field problem
The outer boundary 0 may also be considered to be inner boundary I' of
the region R2, which is formed by blowing up I' to 0'. The region R2 is similar
to the region R1 and will generate the finite element matrix which will be formed
to be the same as R1. The K1 matrix given above will apply to the annular region
R1 as well as R2. These two regions share common nodes on the boundary
between them and their union generates the new K matrix:
in which the top row is associated with the outermost nodes (i.e. 0'), and the
bottom row with the inner nodes (i.e. 0). The elements in the middle row related
to the nodes common to the two elements, and are to be eliminated. The
corresponding node equations are:
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where c denotes the nodes on the interface. From Eq.12
Resubstituting in Eq.11 and Eq.13 then gives
A new annular region R3 will be formed by'blowing up the boundary 0'
by a constant scale factor M. The same elimination method is then applied at
each successive combination of annular regions. Each generates the Kn+ 1 matrix
of an enlarged element in terms of the Kn matrix of the smaller one according
to
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where
AR= (kn+ k 11)-1
Consequently, each successive step in this recursive process consists of the
combination of two K matrices. If the factor M is 1.5 (a value which will commonly
give triangular elements of good aspect ratio), the successive scale factors of the
sequence of regions will be: M, M2, M4, M8,.... The process converges very
quickly to give the exterior field contribution to the total field K matrix. As the
outermost boundary is far away from the region of interest, the potentials at the
outermost nodes may be taken as zero. Only the final k11 sub-matrix is normally
needed to bound R.
3.3 Numerical Solution to the Matrix Equations Derived from Finite
Element Method
As stated in the previous section, the finite element method is only an
approximation to the solution to the Laplace equation. The accuracy of the
method can be increased by using higher order elements, for example, quadratic
or cubic elements. In fact, the best method is to increase the number of elements
to get a better approximation to the domain. However, the number of elements
is directly proportional to the number of equations to be solved. It is very apparent
that the execution complexity and memory requirement may increase
extraordinary fast when higher accurate solution is desired. As a result, the
overall effectiveness of an analysis depends on the number of nodes in each
element and the number of elements in the region.
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Essentially, there are two different classes of methods for the solution of
simultaneous equations: direct solution technique and iterative solution
methods. In a direct solution the system of equations is solved using a number
of steps and operations that are predetermined in an exact manner, whereas
iteration is used when an iterative solution method is employed.
Fortunately, the variational finite element method commonly will yield a
linear system matrix equations, with a symmetric system K matrix where the
computation and storage can be restricted to either the upper or lower triangular
portions of the matrix.
Due to the important nature of equation solving technique on finite element
method, two direct methods and one iteration technique are outlined and
compared in order to select the most appropriate one.
3.3.1 LU Decomposition [Gerald80]
To solve the system matrix equation of KT= b, LU decomposition is one
of the traditional direct method. In it the matrix of coefficients K is transformed
into the product of two matrices L and U, where L is a lower triangular and U
is an upper triangular matrix with 1's on its diagonal. These same transformation
is applied to the right hand side vector b, converting it to a new vector b', where
b= Lb'. If b' is augmented to U and back-substitute, the solution will appear.
The advantage of this method is that storage space may be economized.
There is no need to store the 0's in either L or U, and the 1's in the diagonal of
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U can also be omitted because these values are always the same and are always
known, therefore it is redundant to record them. Hence storage space for the
original K matrix can be used to store L and U together.
3.3.2 LDLI Factorization [Bathe and Wilson 76]
The coefficient matrix K can be decomposed into the product of a lower
triangular matrix, a diagonal matrix, and an upper triangle matrix, that is, K=
LDU. Furthermore, since K is symmetric, the upper triangular matrix is.the
transpose of the lower triangular matrix and both the lower and upper triangular
matrices have 1's on their principal diagonals, hence K LDLT. Using this
equation, the system matrix equation can be solved in two stages similar to the
LU decomposition method.
The first stage is to solve for the matrix b' of Lb'= b. The second stage is
to obtain the solution from DLTT= b' by back-substitution.
Since the system K matrix is symmetric, therefore either lower or upper
triangular coefficient matrix need be stored. Eventually, this method is
considered to be more efficient the total number of computation can be reduced
as half of the coefficients are omitted.
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3.3.3 Gauss-Seidel Method [Stark70]
One of the classic iterative method that has been used extensively is the
Gauss-Seidel method. It solves a system of n linear equations, by beginning with
an initial approximation to the solution vector, TC1)9 it compute each component
of T(n+ 1) by
The iterations will be continued until the maximum change in any T
component is less than a given tolerance.
3.3.4 Comparisons of Matrix Equation Solvers
In the previous few sections, three different methods for solving the system
of linear equations have been outlined. In order to illustrate the fact that the
method chosen will affect the execution complexity and memory requirement,
the comparison is based on solving the steady-state heat flowproblem in a square
region.
Typically, the size of the region is 100x100 pixels where it is divided into
200 equal size triangular elements and 121 nodal points as shown in figure 3.4.
On two sides of the region, linear temperature distributions are prescribed. On
the remaining two sides, there is infinite resistance. to heat flow, that is, perfect
insulation.
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insulated
Figure 3.4 Square region divided into 200 finite elements
For the Gauss-Seidel method, the desired tolerance is 0.01 and the initial
approximation to the solution vector is set to zero. Under these conditions, this
method requires 113 seconds to complete the computation and the graphics
plotting. For a classical method like this one, the nxn matrix (i.e. 121x121), the
right hand side vector and the solution vector are all required to store in memory
(approximately 87 Kilobytes).
Compared with the direct method of LU decomposition, it takes only 52
seconds to finish the same process. Although the coefficient matrix is transformed
into an upper and lower triangular matrices, they are combined together and
stored in the original matrix, and hence no extra storage space is necessary.
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Finally, upon the introducing of the LDLT factorization, the execution time
for solving equations and graphics plotting is reduced to 41 seconds. If the
symmetric properties of the coefficient matrix is taking into consideration, half
of the storage space can be eliminated by saving either the upper or lower
triangular matrix. Thus, this method utilize approximately 44 Kilobytes of
memory only.
From the above comparison, it is obvious that the performance of the LDLT
factorization requires a reasonable memory storage and provides fast execution
complexity. It is an efficient method because operations are performed on half
of the coefficient matrix only, which is, of course, faster than the LU
decomposition where operation must be performed on a full matrix. Although
the Gauss-Seidel iterative method is simple to program, this advantage is
outweighed by relatively slow convergence rate.
In general, direct method usually requires less computation time than the
iterative procedures, especially for the finite element application where the
problem size is commonly large and the coefficient matrix is symmetric, a direct
method should be selected.
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4. THE SOFTWARE SYSTEM
4.1 System Overview
The software described in this thesis is an interactive system which will allow
the user to simulate field problem with any given geometrical shape (open or
close boundaries) and boundary conditions (Neumann or Di i chlet). The domain
of the problem may be further divided into sub-regions when necessary. The
flowchart of the system for interactive graphical simulation of two-dimensional
field problems by the finite element method is given in figure 4.1. In general, it
comprises of five functional components namely: the user-interface, the
automatic mesh generation, the local mesh refinement, the assemblage of system
matrix with equation solving and the graphics generation. The interface of this
system is a window-based environment which is highly interactive and
user-friendly in such a way that most of the commands are menu-driven.
Moreover, the simulation process can be completely automated or in manual
control. In automatic mode, mesh size will be made finer until the potential
differences between each pair of connected nodes satisfy the specified tolerance,
whereas the mesh size is controlled by the user in the manual mode. There are
two additional features available in this system. The first one is the plotting of
orthogonal curves and the second is the zooming where their function will be



































Figure 4.1. Flowchart of the. complete: system
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When the system is invoked, the geometric coordinates and the boundary
conditions of the problem domain are acquired through the user-interface. The
world coordinates of the window can be modified when necessary in order to fit
the actual size of the problem domain. In fact, the problem domain must be
made up of straight line segments, finer line segments are used to approximate
any body with circular arc. If an automatic mode is requested, uniform mesh
generation will be carried out to generate an evenly distributed triangular meshes
and nodes across the whole domain. If there is any open boundaries, construction
of the exterior finite element matrix is required. After that, construction of the
interior system matrix by the finite element method is carried out. When the
system matrix has been created, equation solver will take place and the potential
difference between any pair of connected nodes of any element is compared with
the specified tolerance. If the potential difference between any one pair of the
nodes of an element is larger than the allowable tolerance, the process of local
mesh refinement will be carried out on that element. As a result, a finer mesh
pattern will be generated. The potential difference checking process is applied
on those elements again until all connected nodes satisfied the tolerance and
the control will return to the calculation of exterior finite element matrix. Finally,
a graphical display of the field is generated.
In the manual mode, there will be no uniform mesh generation and no local
mesh refinement. Instead, user has to define additional nodes and their boundary
conditions on each boundary edge. Then. automatic mesh generation will carry
out to generate triangular meshes across the domain. Once the numerical
solution is obtained by solving the. system matrix equations, graphical display of




The user-interface is a window-based environment where interactive
response in real-time is emphasized. In fact, it is a menu-driven interface where
most of the commands can be issued by simply pressing a button or selecting
from a menu through the use of a mouse. Basically, it comprises five subwindows
as shown in figure 4.2: the panel-area subwindow, the graphics-solution
subwindow, the mesh-pattern subwindow, the zooming subwindow and the
form-entry subwindow.
Executel ExiAdd Node Remove Nod Boundary Conditio Flow Line Zoor
I System Message: Please select any function(s)
Graphics Solution Mesh Pattern
Form EntryZooming Window
Figure 4.2 Layout of the user-interface
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The panel-area subwindow describes the system message and the items
through which the user interacts with the system. The system message tells the
user what action should be taken or gives warning/error message. The
graphics-solution subwindow is used to display the final solution of the field
problem. Besides, the initial geometrical coordinates of the domain is also
defined within it (figure 4.3).
AuuHodeKemoveNode BoundaryCondition. 1.oom 11ow L ine
SyuylmmorraooPlease soloc any function
Figure 4.3 Example of a field problem defined in the graphics-solution
subwindow
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Basically, the mesh-pattern subwindow is used to display the triangular
meshes in a domain, however, in manual mode for node generation, the number
of nodes between the starting node and the end node on the boundary are defined
by the user. The system will then generate all the nodes along the boundary as
shown in figure 4.4 in the mesh-pattern subwindow.
Figure 4.4 Example of additional boundary nodes displayed in the
mesh-pattern subwindow in manual mode
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The data such as the followings are keyed-in via a keyboard as shown in
figure 4.5 in the form-entry stibwindow:- The boundary conditions at each node,
the connection information of the nodes and the edge number where the
boundary nodes are added in the manual mode. Finally, the zooming subwindow
is used to enlarge a particular region of the domain which is defined via a mouse
in the graphics-solution subwindow.
Figure 4.5 Example of a domain. connection' information defined.. in the-
form-entry- subwindow
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4.2.2 Automatic Mesh Generation [Lo85]
According to the geometric shape of the problem defined, automatic mesh
generation will generate triangular meshes across the domain or its sub-regions.
Since the size (or density) of the mesh generated will depend on the average
nodal spacing of all the boundary segments which make up the region to be
triangulated, equally spaced nodes are added along each boundary segments
(i.e. uniform mesh generation) in order to have an evenly distributed mesh
pattern in the initial stage of the automatic process. However, in manual mode
the nodal spacing (i.e. number of nodes on a line segment) is controlled by the
user, thus the mesh size can be varied arbitrarily as desired.
4.2.3 Local Mesh Refinement
During automatic processing, solution at each node is computed by solving
the system of simultaneous linear equations. It is always the case that in the
region where the potential differences between nodes are too great, the linearly
interpolated values between nodes will inevitably involve larger error. In order
to reduce this error, a mid-point node will be added into all sides of the triangular
element if the potential difference between any one connected pair of nodes of
the element exceeds a specified tolerance. After each element has been traversed
once (i.e. potential difference checking has been applied on each element), the
triangular meshes are then regenerated. The potential difference checking. is
applied. at all new meshes again. Those processes will be repeated until the
potential difference between any pair- of connected nodes has satisfied the.
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specified tolerance. As a result, nigher potentiai concentration nas a Liner mesn
pattern and the error due to linear interpolation will be minimized by using local
mesh refinement.
4.2.4 Assemblage of System Matrix and Equation Solving
After the mesh generation is completed, each element is assembly together
to form a system matrix according to the formulation described in chapter 3. In
general, it includes the construction of the exterior and interior finite element
matrices. First, the exterior finite element matrix is built-up by the ballooning
technique if there are open boundaries in the domain. Then the interior matrix
is constructed by the finite element method. Both of the matrices are assembled
together to obtain the final system matrix. Prescribed boundary conditions are
then inserted into the system matrixwhere the final system of simultaneous linear
equations are passed to the equation solver to obtain the potentials at all the
nodes.
4.2.5 Graphics Generation
Once the system of equations is solved, the solution at each node is obtained
and the numerical value within each element can be computed by lineal
interpolation. Those numerical values are converted into the corresponding
color by a predefined lookup table. Hence, the graphical display of field intensity
will be generated after all triangular elements are filled and equipotential.
contours will be visualized clearly.
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4.2.6- Additional Features
Zooming and flow line plotting are two additional functions available in
the system. The former feature can scale-up any region of particular interest
from the graphical solution and the latter can generate a set of orthogonal curves.
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5. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SYSTEM
The software system for the computer graphics simulation of
two-dimensional field problems is implemented on a SUN-3/110 workstation
running under the UNIX environment. The major programming language is C
language while the automatic mesh generation program is written in Fortran. It
consumes approximately seven mega-bytes of memory which is capable to
generate 3000 elements and 1500 nodes (i.e. able to solve 1500 equations). On
Sun-3/110, it is able to display 256 colors simultaneously, however, only 100
colors are defined by converting the HSV color model to the RGB color model
[Foley84].
As mentioned in the previous section, the system is composed of five main
components, the implementation of each component will be explained in details
in the following few sections.
5.1 User Interface
The user-interface is constructed by SunView where it is a user-interface
toolkit to support interactive, graphics-based applications running within
windows [SunView86]. It includes two types of windows: (1) Canvas on which
programs can draw and (2) panels containing items such as buttons, choice items
and pull-down menu. The interface comprises three canvas and two panels
subwindows. The size of the zoom subwindow is 575x395 pixels and those for
the other two canvas are 570x400 pixels each. SunView also support simple
two-dimensional graphics drawing operations and the data are input through a
mouse or keyboard on a window.
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5.2 Automatic Mesh Generation
As there are many techniques have been developed for automatic mesh
generation [Buell and Bush 73], the technique used in this system is a new
generation scheme that can generate a triangular element mesh within any planar
domain simply connected or multi-connected [Lo85]. In mesh generation, several
input data are required: number of sub-regions in the global domain, for each
sub-region, the connection information of all boundary nodes in appropriate
order (i.e. the boundary line segment which contain the starting and ending node
number) and the geometric coordinates of all corners and boundary nodes.
Actually, mesh generation is classified into two categories: uniform mesh
generation and local mesh refinement which is briefly explained in the following
two sections.
5.2.1 Uniform Mesh Generation
The boundary of the domain is represented by a disjoint union of simple
closed loops of straight line segments as shown in figure 5.1. For simple connected
regions, there is only one closed loop, whereas for multi-connected regions there
may be as many internal loops as the number of openings inside the domain.
The nodes on the exterior boundary are entered in counter-clockwise order,
while if there are any interior boundaries (not shown in figure 5.1), the nodes
on interior boundaries will be entered in clockwise order.
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scan line 2
scan line 1
Figure 5.1 A domain with nodes generated at the scan line
The generation program first generates additional interior node points
according to the average nodal spacing of all the boundary segments. Consider
figure 5.1, scan lines are passed through the domain where the spacing between
two successive scan lines is equal to the average element size of the region. Nodes
with specified spacing are generated along each scan line between boundaries.
After the generation of nodes, all the nodes are connected to form triangular
elements in such a way that no elements overlap and the entire region is covered.
Consider figure 5.2, defining r to be the generation front and A to be the set of
all interior nodes. Element are formed by connecting two consecutive boundary
nodes in r and a suitable node in A. At the beginning of triangulation the
generation front is exactly equal to the collection of domain boundaries, and has
to be updated from time to time whenever a new element is formed.
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A C
B
Intermediate stage of triangulation. Node C is selected toFigure 5.2
form triangle ABC
Finally, a smoothing process is carried out to smooth out the element
produced as near to equilateral triangles as the system of nodal points permits.
It is done by shifting each interior generated node to the center of the surrounding
polygon.
In the initial stage of the automatic process, triangular meshes are evenly
distributed in the domain of interest. The nodal solution of each element will
be first obtained. They are then compared to determine whether local mesh.
refinement will be. required.. Since.the initial. size of the generated. triangular
mesh is set to be uniform and its size will depend on the average nodal spacing
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on the boundary, the spacing between nodes on the boundary is initially set to
be approximately 20 pixels apart, i.e. the domain is initially formed by a finite
number of line segments of which each is approximately 20 pixels in length.
5.2.2 Local Mesh Keiinement
It is evident that in the case of large-scale problems, a finer mesh will yield
better approximation whereas the trade-off is an increase in equation solving
time. However, this contradiction can be settled by rational mesh division, i.e.
by such mesh division that at the region of potential concentration the mesh
pattern is made to be finer [Yokoyama85]. To determine what size of the mesh
pattern is appropriate, a recursive potential difference checking method and











Figure 5.3 Method of local mesh refinement
The local mesh refinement is done in such a manner as shown in figure 5.3.
With the initial solution obtained in uniform mesh generation, each triangular
element will be traversed once where the potential difference between each pair
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of connected nodes are calculated. If the potential difference between one or
more pairs of connected nodes is greater than the specified tolerance, nodes are
added to the mid-point of each edge of that element. As a temporary
approximation, it is reasonable to assume the potential value at the new node
to be the average of two adjacent nodes as shown in figure 5.3.
After the above potential difference checking for all elements have been
completed, a set of new nodes are now added. Triangular mesh pattern are then
regenerated by connecting all the nodes again. Once again, the potential
difference checking process is applied at each element to determine whether the
above mentioned refinement process is still required. If potential difference
between any pair of all connected nodes within each element satisfy the
prescribed tolerance, assemblage of new finite element matrix and equation
solving is invoked, hence a more accurate solution at each node will be obtained.
The potential difference checking process will be carried on again, if in some
elements, potential difference between connected nodes may still exceed the
tolerance and will require further mesh refinement. As a result, potential
difference checking, mesh refinement, mesh regeneration and equation solving
are recursively carried on until the potential differences between any pair of
connected nodes in each element are within the prescribed tolerance.
5.3 Equations Solving Technique
The method of solving any field problems (open or closed boundary) by the
finite element method is already explained in Chapter 3. Based on the
formulation, a final system of simultaneous linear equations will be produced.
Solution can be obtained easily by many different equation solving techniques.
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However, since the variational finite element method will commonly yield a
linear system of matrix equations. With a symmetric system, the computation
and storage of the stiffness matrix K can be restricted to either the upper or
lower triangular portions of the matrix. With this special properties, *the LDLT
factorization technique is used to solve the symmetric matrix as it has the best
performance on execution speed and memory requirement compared with the
other two techniques in Chapter 3.3.4.
5.4 Grapnicai Display Technique
5.4.1 Technique for Plotting of Equipotential Lines
By solving the system of linear equations, a series of noaai values i 1, 12,
Tn will be obtained. These values can be represented by different colors from
a predefined lookup table. As the colored pixels are sparse points on the screen,
the equipotential line cannot be visualized with such limited number of pixels.
Eventually, a technique must be used to fill up the whole region based on those
limited number of nodes with known solutions. As the linear triangular elements
are employed, the potential for any point (x,y) within the region can be
interpolated by the following equation:
and the area of triangle is:
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Numerical values Ti, TJ-, and Tm for the triangle element i are found by
finite element method. Besides, a technique must be used to determine every
coordinate within an element, and this can be achieved by a technique called
convex filling [Berger86].
In the convex filling technique, a scan-line table is used to record -the
maximum and minimum x values for the edges on each scan line. If the scan line
intersects a vertex, two edges come together, and that x value is both the

















































Figure 5.4 The scan line table filling
line4
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Consider figure 5.4 as an example, it shows a triangular element and the
accompanying scan-line table process by the convex filling method, where the
maximum in both x and y directions are assumed to be 10 pixels.
To determine the minimum and maximum x value for each scan line, an
obvious fact in coordinate geometry may be adopted: if there is a non-horizontal
edge from (xi,yi) to (xi,y), the reciprocal of its slope is
If yi yj, the y value is incremented by one pixel as we move up one scan
line at a time. Since the x value when y= yi is known, that is, xi, therefore to
obtain the next x value xi+ 1 of the edge on the next scan line yi+ 1, we can use
the fact that
This process starts at yi and continues until the top of the edge is reached,
that is, y= yj. If yj yi, a similar process is used while decrementing the y value
by one pixel.
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As soon as an x edge value is calculated, it is compared to the minimum
and maximum value for that y entry in the scan-line table. If the x value is less
than the minimum or greater than the maximum, this x edge value is inserted
into the appropriate entry.
After each edge of the triangle has been processed and the appropriate
values are entered into the scan-line table, the triangular element will readily
be filled. This is accomplished by successively increasing x, pixel by pixel, from
xmin to xmax along a scan line y= i, i= 0 to ymax and substituting the coordinates
(x,y) of the pixel into Eq.(14) to obtain the interpolated potential value at the
pixel. The pixel is then illuminated by an appropriate color on the raster-scan
display system. By repeating this process on each element, the whole region is
filled up and equipotential curves, which are of the same color, can be visualized
clearly under a high resolution display environment. In fact, the convex filling
technique is also used in the zooming process where the triangular elements will
be clipped against the zoom window and the size of each clipped triangular
element will be scaled up for filling.
5.4.2 Flow Lines
5.4.2.1 Fundamental Concepts
Take heat flow as an example, heat is defined as energy transferred by virtue
of a temperature difference or gradient and is vectorial in the sense that it flows
from regions of higher temperature to regions of lower temperature [Rohsenow
and Hartnett 73]. Consider the steady-state heat flow in a rectangular region
with one boundary kept at high temperature and other three boundaries with
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low temperatures as shown in figure 5.5. The heat is flowing from a source A
(high temperature) to a sink B (low temperature). Moreover, at every point of
the region there is a single unique direction in which heat is flowing such that
starting from a point on A, a continuous curve can be traced. At every point of
its length, a tangent to the curve is always in the direction of flow. Since all heat
flow from A eventually reaches B, the curve will end at some point on B, such a
curve is called a flow line [Oately76].
100
Figure 5.5 A typical boundary condition example
Flow line describes not only the direction of heat flow, but also defines the
maximum rate of change of temperature along the path (i.e. maximum
temperature gradient). There is no limit to the number of lines that can be drawn
and a few of them are shown in figure 5.6. Moreover, flow lines have properties
that each lines cannot cross one another and it always cut with the equipotentials
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100
Figure 5.6 Example of equipotential lines and their flow lines
5.4.2.2 Difficulties in Generating Flow Lines in Raster-Scan Display
In analogy devices, such as random-scan display with an analogy vector
generator, a straight line is drawn smoothly from one endpoint to the other.
Raster-scan display will produce a line with stairstep effect by plotting pixels
between the two endpoints. For example, if position (10.33, 20.72) is calculated
to be on the line, the pixel position (10, 21) is plotted. This rounding of coordinate
values to integers causes lines to be displayed with a stairstep appearance, which
can be quite noticeable on lower-resolution systems as in figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7 Stairstep effect produced when a straight line is generated in
a raster-scan display
The software system for simulating the two-dimensional field problems is,
in fact, displayed on a raster-scan system where the potential calculated at each
point is a real number as shown in figure 5.8. Each equipotential region will be
represented by pixels with the same color. Since the color index is restricted to
integers in SunView, potential values within a certain tolerance is forced to map
to the nearest integer value. Actually, the implementation uses the round
function to get the closest integer value. As a result, a equipotential region which
is composed of a group of pixels will represent a particular potential within an
accuracy of, say, +0.5degree as illustrate in figure 5.9.
25 26 27 28 29
214 82.081940 0 81.405579 80.732384 80.062355 79.395500
213 82.296799 9 81.627579 80.961411 80.298302 79.638260
212 82.507530 0 81.845329 81.186073 80.529770 79.876427
211 82.714218 8 82.058914 81.406456 80.756844 80.110085
210 82.916878 8 82.268349 81.622566 80.979530 80.339249
Figure 5.8 The calculated temperature values at each location of pixel
for a portion of the region
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Figure 5.9 An equipotential region represent an x± 0.5 degree
Since the flow line will intersect the equipotential line at right angles, an
unique equipotential line corresponds to each potential must be defined first.
Unfortunately, the actual potential values are approximated by a group of pixels
and the equipotential line is not well defined. That is, the points representing a
particular potential contain a number of pixels with nearly equal values
correspond to that integer potential value. The problem of plotting a set of
orthogonal lines is caused by the discrete nature of pixels belonging to a
equipotential in the raster-scan system. Though each equipotential region is
represented by pixels of the same color, the actual potential values at such pixels
are real numbers. In computation for more accurate 'equipotential lines from
the computed real numbers, the levels of intensities can be made finer. Then
the equipotential will be a curve with stairstep effect as shown in figure 5.10.
Because of the stairstep effect of lines and curves in raster-scan display, the
problem of plotting the orthogonal curves to equipotential arises.
x=0.5
x+x




Stairstep effect produced when an equipotential curveiFigure 5.10
approximated by another line in raster-scan display
5.4.2.3 Techniques for Plotting of Flow Lines
In raster graphics display system, pixel values with same level of intensity
will exhibit equipotential curves right away. However, a special technique called
the. maximum gradient method is employed to generate the set of lines which
are orthogonal to the equipotential curves. The method is based on the idea of
finding the path of maximum potential gradient flow from source to sink, in
theory the line thus drawn will be orthogonal to the equipotentials. In fact, many
techniques had been attempted for the construction of flow lines, however, none
of them produce a satisfactory result. Their implementation details and the
reasons of failure are discussed in Appendix B.
Starting ,at a source, say, at a pixel (xi, yj), the next pixel for the lines
orthogonal to the equipotential is determined as follows: With (xi,yj) at the
center, the potential values at the surrounding eight pixels are known.
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Figure 5.11 Refinement between two boundary pixels
Four virtual points are added at equal distances between pixels as shown
in figure 5.11. Their potential values can be computed by quadratic interpolation
using three consecutive pixels on each side of the square. Furthermore, by
assuming that the potential values vary linearly from the center (as a source) to
all its surrounding points including virtual points (as sinks), the point with
maximum gradient can be found.
As in a raster graphics display system, all points are in integer coordinates
(i.e. pixel location). However, the point with maximum gradient may be a virtual
point and is in real numbers which cannot be displayed in raster graphics. Thus,
x-error and y-error will be accumulated when the real coordinates are rounded
up into integer coordinates to activate a pixel. The next relative coordinate value
will depends on whether the x- and y-error is greater than 0.5 pixel. If it is the
case, one pixel will be increased in the corresponding x- or. y-direction.
Meanwhile, the corresponding accumulated error will be subtracted by one pixel
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value., For example, assume the accumulated error is zero initially, if the
coordinates of the center are (xi, yj) and the coordinates of the selected point
are (xi+ 1, yj+ 0.4), then the accumulated x- and y-error will be 1 and 0.4
respectively. Therefore the actual coordinates of the new pixel are (xi+ 1, yj)
where the new accumulated x- and y-error will become 0 and 0.4 respectively.
The new pixel (xi+ 1, yj) will become the source at the next cycle where the




To illustrate the usefulness of the software system, some typical examples
are described below and some are compared with known standard solutions, the
agreement is satisfactory.
6.1 Steady-State Heat Flow in a Rectangular Region by Manual Mode- a
typical closed boundary problem
Figure 6.1 shows a finite element grid and equipotential structure for a
steady-state heat flow in a closed rectangular region [Rao72]. The lower left
corner is zoomed up as shown in the zooming subwindow. The size of the
rectangle is 300x200 pixels. The left side wall is held at 100 degree (say) where
the other three sides are at 0 degree (say). The process is under manual control
therefore the triangular mesh pattern is regular and sparse. The execution time
(from mesh generation to completion of graphics generation) for this example
is approximately two and half minutes. This example reveals the weakness of
the manual control, that the equipotential lines are discontinuous across each
element since the mesh size is too large. A larger mesh in linear interpolation
for this example will induce greater deviation from true potentials.
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Figure 6.1 Finite element grid and the corresponding equipotential lines
in a rectangular region processed by manual mode.
For this kind of field problem, both the finite difference method and the
analytical method are applicable. A typical example. is the steady-state
temperature distribution in a metal plate 10 cm square if one side is held at 100
degree-.and the- other three sides at 0 degree, the analytical solution will be:.
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Based on the above equation, the temperature for the node at the center
of the plate is 25 degree. Applying the finite difference method and the finite
element method on the same problem, the solution is found to be 25.00953 and
25.00004 respectively. Hence, the relative error is as small as 0.03812% and
0.00016%, but the interpolation errors remain large.
6.2 Steady-State Heat Flow in a Rectangular Region by Automatic Mode
Figure 6.2 shows a finite element grid and potential distribution which has
the same structure as in Chapter 6.1. In fact, the simulation process is done
automatically by the computer. The tolerance between each node is 10 degrees.
The execution time (from uniform mesh generation to completion of graphics
generation) for this example is 11 minutes and 11 seconds. Final mesh pattern
at the last stage of the simulation process shows that meshes are finer in the
region where potentials are concentrated. Moreover, a set of orthogonal curves
is also displayed. This example shows that much more accurate solution has been
obtained as compared with manual mode in Chapter 6.1.
Although analytical solution exists for this type of problem, it requires a
great deal of experience on part of the students and will be very time consuming
when done- manually. Moreover, the set of orthogonal curves are sketched by
free-hand. with extremely low accuracy. With this system, the problem can be
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solved easily within a few minutes and the potential distribution can be visualized
clearly by different intensity of colors. Moreover, the set of orthogonal curves
can he obtained in a fast and accurate manner.
Finite element grid and the corresponding equipotential linesFigure 6.2
in. a. rectangular region at the last. stage of the automatic
mode.
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6.3 Rectangular Coaxial Capacitor
Figure 6.3 shows a finite element grid and equipotential lines for a coaxial
transmission capacitor composed of rectangular conductors [Silvester and
Ferrari 83]. Only one quarter of the actual problem region needs to be analyzed
because of symmetry. There are two kinds of boundary conditions in this
problem: prescribed potential values along the conductive metal surfaces
(Dirichlet conditions), and vanishing normal derivative values along the
symmetry planes. As in this problem, the outer conductor is prescribed by 100
volt while the inner conductor is prescribed by 0 volt. The process is under manual
control therefore the triangular mesh pattern is regular and sparse. The execution
time (from mesh generation to completion of graphics generation) for this
example is approximately 27 seconds.
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Finite element grid and the corresponding equipotential linesFigure 6.3
for a quarter of the rectangular coaxial capacitor processed
by manual mode.
. 6.4 Parallel-Plate Capacitor- a typical open boundary problem
Figure 6.4 shows a finite: element grid and equipotential lines for a pair of
parallel-plate capacitor- [Bins and Lawrenson-73]. Only half of the problem is
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analyzed because of its symmetric properties. This example is also executed using
automatic mode, the tolerance is 10 volt where the potential at the upper and
lower plate is 100 volt and 0 volt respectively. The execution time (from uniform
mesh generation to completion of graphics generation) for this example is 7
minutes and 43 seconds. The outer most nodes for the elements in red color
around the boundary of the finite element grid constitute the picture frame
boundary. These nodes are used to simulate a zero potential condition at infinity
through ballooning technique. The equipotential structure provides a clear
representation of the transition from a uniform field in the region between the
nlntPs to the fringing field outside the middle zone.
For this type of open boundaries problem, there is no analytical solution
available. Mathematical analysis is limited to those situations where the problem
are expressible in analytical form. In fact, analytical technique is applicable to
the closed region bounded between the plates. Another method of solving the
open boundaries problem is by experimental technique using electrolytic tank
or rubber membranes. Unfortunately, those approaches will mandate the use of
equipment that is expensive to purchase and maintain. In most of the problems,
it will require the students a few hours to conduct the experiment until a
satisfactory result is obtained and it will require another few hours of working
if the boundary values are changed. Using this system, field problems with open
boundaries can be handled as easily as those with closed boundaries, accurate
solution can be obtained in a few minutes instead of a few hours. Moreover, it
will take only a few minutes to obtain a new field distribution for the problem
with a modified or a completely new boundary conditions. As a result, solving
field problem is no more a nightmare but a pleasure!
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As there is no analytical solution available for open boundary problem,
graphical comparisons are thus drawn between the result obtained by using this
software system and the experimental technique as shown in figure 6.4a and
figure 6.4b respectively. It can been seen clearly that the fringing field outside
the middle zone has been modelled accurately as compared with the
experimental result in figure 6.4b. In addition, it has been shown in Chapter 2
that the Laplace equation must satisfy the following difference equation:
Eventually, the above equation has been applied to several nodal points for
checking purpose. It was found that the potential value at the central point and
its surrounding points does satisfy the above equation.
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Finite element grid and the corresponding equipotential lines
Figure 6.4a
for half of a parallel-plate capacitor at the last stage of the
automatic mode.
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Equipotential lines for a parallel-plate capacitor byFigure 6.4b
experimental technique.
6.5 Fuse- the field with irregular boundaries
Figure 6.5 shows the finite element grid and equipotential structure for a
fuse composed of a conducting strip with a constriction [Hoole86]. The left side
wall is held at 100 volt, the right side wall is held at 10 volt and all other boundaries
have no normal electric field (i.e. insulated). The tolerance is 10 volt and the
execution time (from uniform mesh generation to completion of graphics
generation) for this example is 1 minutes and 41 seconds. In this example, the
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capabilities of the finite element method for finding the solution on irregular
region are demonstrated, where as neither the finite difference method nor the
analytical method is applicable to this kind of field problems.
Figure 6.5 Finite element grid and the corresponding equipotential lines
for an irregular region at the last stage of the automatic
mode.
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6.6 Cylindrical Electrodes Embedded in a Conducting Slab
Figure 6.6 shows the finite element grid and equipotential structure for one
quarter of a problem corresponding to cylindrical electrodes embedded along
the top and bottom walls of a conducting slab [Stasa85]. The potential value on
the quarter circular electrode and the bottom wall are 100 volt and 0 volt
respectively, while all other boundaries have no normal electric field (i.e.
insulated). The tolerance is 10 volt and the execution time (from uniform mesh
generation to completion of graphics generation) for this example is
approximately 2 minutes.
6.7 Cylinder of Charge Above a Ground Plane
Figure 6.7 shows a finite element grid and equipotential lines for a cylinder
of charge above a ground plane [Baden Fuller 73]. The charge at the cylinder is
100 volt. A ballooned boundary has been used to specify open boundary
conditions on the top and sides, with the ground plane extending out to infinity.
The process is under manual control and the execution time (from uniform mesh
generation to completion of graphics generation) for this example is 2 minutes
and 16 seconds. For this type of problems, a closed-form analytic solution is
available based upon the method of images: the field due to any combination of
charges near to a plane conducting surface may be determined by replacing the
conducting surface with a mirror system of charges on the, opposite side of the
surface, the same perpendicular distance from the surface, and of opposite charge
to each of the original charges.
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Figure 6.6 Finite element grid and the corresponding equipotential lines
for one quarter of cylindrical electrodes embedded along the
top and bottom walls of a conducting slab at the last stage of
the automatic mode.
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Finite element grid and the corresponding equipotential linesFigure 6.7




The use of computer graphics simulation as an educational tool in
engineering curriculum is increasing rapidly. In the preliminary stage of this
project, interactive graphical simulation of Laplace equation is approximated
by the finite difference method. Several iterative methods for solving the Laplace
equation are presented. Their performances on execution speed and memory
requirement are compared. As the finite difference method is restricted to
problem with regular geometric boundaries, therefore a more flexible, general
purpose finite element method is adopted.
Based on the finite element method, a user-friendly, interactive system with
a window-based environment is presented for the graphical simulation of
two-dimensional field problems with closed or open boundaries.
In this system, most of the commands are menu-driven. User may define
the boundaries of the domain of interests via a mouse or a keyboard while the
boundary values are entered via a keyboard. For any problem with complex
geometric boundaries, the global domain may be divided into a number of
simpler sub-regions when necessary.
The most characteristic feature of this system is its capability to solve a
problem automatically or manually. In the automatic mode, the simulation
process is recursive and a succession of increasingly refined triangular meshes
are generated for the regionwhere equipotentials are more closely packed. While
in manual mode, user may define the mesh size arbitrarily.
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The final system of linear equations is then solved by the LDLT
factorization. Based on the numerical solution at each node, the potential values
within the elements are then linearly interpolated and displayed by convex-filling
technique. Equipotential contours will be visualized on the screen within a few
minutes. The orthogonal curves to the equipotential contours are then generated
by the maximum gradient method.
Field problems with open boundaries can be simulated with equal ease as
those with closed boundaries. The finite element meshes exterior to the open
boundaries is constructed by the ballooning technique. Hence the edge effects
of certain field problems may be simulated. The region of interest may be
examined in detail by zooming after its subwindow are defined by the mouse.
With the aid of visual demonstration on graphics terminal, it is hoped that
this system will be a useful tool to assist the students to visualize the field problems
with closed, or open or irregular boundaries. Meanwhile, they will find the field
theory easier to understand and that the field visualization by computer graphics
will stimulate them to learn more about the complex nature of a realistic field.
7.1 Future Developments
There remain several items to attend to before this project may be
considered more satisfactory. These include:
a) To use higher order triangular elements (e.g. quadratic) instead of linear
element in order to have more accurate interpolation within each element (i.e.
smoother graphical display). In fact, the formulation of using finite element
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method to solve Laplace equation using high order element can be found
in many reference, e.g. [Norrie and DeVries 78]. If quadratic elements are
used, existing automatic mesh generation and the construction of exterior
finite element matrix are required to modified. As the present automatic
mesh generation program is limited to generate 3-node triangular elements
only, refinement must be made in order to generate 6-node meshes. On the
other hand, during the process of exterior finite element matrix construction
when using high-order elements, extra interior interpolation nodes may
exists between the boundary of two annular regions where they should be
combined, and it is necessary to eliminate these first by applying the process
of node condensation [Silvester77].
b) To allow user to connect the problem domain in an arbitrary order. Currently,
the domain must be connected in appropriate order. In order to release
from this restriction, a technique related to graph theory can be introduced.
For example, sorting maybe applied in the connection process to reorganize
the line segments into appropriate order automatically.
c) To enhance the interaction of the current user-interface such that curve
boundary segments like circular-arc or circle can be defined through
keypoints. Moreover, the graphics capabilities of the system can be
expanded to allow the user obtain the numerical value of certain specified
points and the option of plotting the equipotential contour only instead of
filling with colors.
d) To develop a new local mesh refinement technique where symmetrical mesh
pattern is generated. As it can be shown from several examples in Chapter 6
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(Chapter 6.2, 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6), the mesh pattern at the final stage of the
automatic mode is not symmetry even the geometric domain and boundary
conditions of the problem does. For example, consider a typical mesh
pattern as shown in figure 7.1, if the tolerance is 10 and when local mesh
refinement process is carried out, refined nodes will be added to each side
of all meshes except the triangular element i where potential difference
between each pair of connected nodes is within the tolerance. As a result,
the mesh pattern will become asymmetric.
50
refined node
Figure 7.1 Asymmetric mesh pattern generated by the current local mesh
refinement technique
e) To improve the execution speed of the system. Presently, the time required
to solve a problem is mainly computation-bound, i.e.. most of the time is
used in equation solving. Although the storage and computation are
restricted to the upper triangular system matrix,. most of the terms are. zero





symmetric but also banded. Typically, an efficient direct method called the
Frontal Solution [Bathe and Wilson 76] can be used to solve a banded and
symmetric matrix. However, the efficiency of the banded direct methods
increases as the bandwidth decreases. It is thus generally advantageous to
minimize the bandwidth of the system matrix when a banded solution
procedure is to be adopted. Eventually, the bandwidth of the system matrix
depends upon the manner in which the nodes are numbered. In such cases,
it is desirable to number the nodes in such a way that the bandwidth is
minimized. Although this is easy to do in simple problems, this may not be
the case for complex geometries. Fortunately, there are available programs
that will take the input data for an already-numbered region and renumber
the nodes so that the bandwidth is minimized [Collins73].
f) To make the system applicable to other partial differential equations, such as
Poisson's equation, u= f, which is a generalization of Laplace equation.
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APPENDIX A USER MANUAL
This user manual walks you through the software system for graphical
simulation of field problems. It explains in details how to use them. In addition,
the limitation of the system is also described.
1. GETTING STARTED
The software system is composed by four different files, namely: SETUP.C,
LDL.C, BALLON.C and MESH.F. The first three files are written in C language
while the last file is written in Fortran language. In addition, there is an include
file called CONSTANT.H which declare the necessary constant used in the above
files.
To create an executable file named SETUP, the following command line
must be typed in under the UNIX environment:
cc -f68881 -osetup setup.cldl.cballon.cmesh.f-1F77-1177-lsuntool-lsunwindow
-lpixrect -lc -lm
Before invoking the system, two important things must be noticed. First,
the system use SUNTOOLS as an underlying interface, therefore make sure the
window-based environment, SUNTOOLS, has been invoked. Second, a
workstation with color graphics display system, SUN-3/110 is required.
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2. USING THE SYSTEM
The system comprises of five subwindows as shown in figure A-1. They are:
the panel-area subwindow, the graphics-solution subwindow, the mesh-pattern
subwindow, the zooming subwindow and the form-entry subwindow. The
operation of the system is described step by step in the following sections.
ExecuteAddNodeRemoveNodI BoundaryCondition Flow Line IZOOITI
SystemMessage:Please select any function(s)
Graphics Solution Mesh Pattern
Form EntryZooming Window
Figure A-1 Layout of the Subwindows
2.1 Defining the Nodal Coordinates
Once the.. system is invoked, only the, panel-area. subwindow and the
graphics-solution subwindow are displayed. In the panel-area subwindow, there
is system message which give. instruction or error message to the user. In addition,
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seven buttons are locateu at the panei-ai a JUUW111UUW W11GiG uI way nuLLQL%
command by pressing the right mouse button at the appropriate buttons. Theil
function are summarized as follows:
Set the size of the window in world coordinatesWindow
Defining the centroid of the problem domain whenCentroid
there are open boundaries-
Back up to the previous screen displayEscape
Clear all input nodesReset
Finish input nodes and switch to a new screen displayDone
Exit the systemQuit
Mouse/Keyboard Change input device
The input device is the mouse by default, domain of the problem may be
defined within the graphics-solution subwindow. Only the boundary vertices are
required and the appropriate position may be selected by pressing the right
mouse button. A dot will then be displayed on the selected coordinates to show
that a node is defined. Moreover, the order of entering the nodes are arbitrary.
One thing should be noticed that the y-axis in all the canvas subwindows
(graphics-solution, mesh-pattern and zooming) are reversed, that is, the
coordinates of (0,0) is located at the upper left corner of the subwindow and the
value of y is increased from top to bottom. The size of the window is 570x400 by
default, to redefine the window inworld coordinates, press the Window button
and fill in the minimum and maximum world coordinates of the window. Press
the Done button when appropriate values have been entered.
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• When there is any open boundaries, centroid of the domain must be defined.
It is done by selecting the Centroid button located in the panel-area subwindow
and then use the mouse to point at the node in the graphics-solution subwindow
where the centroid is located. The node with distance nearest to the desired




Figure A-2 A. Form to Define the Nodal Coordinate by Keyboard
User may also use keyboard as the input device by selecting the item labelled
Input Device located in the panel-area subwindow. The form-entry subwindow
will then displayed as shown in figure A-2. To define. the node by keyboard, fill
in the x- and y-coordinates of the desired point followed by pressing the Enter
button,.. a dot will be displayed. on the graphics-solution subwindow. To define
the centroidby keyboard, the Cent roid button is pressed instead of the Enter
button.
When all. they vertices (i.e. nodes) have- been defined,: select the Done
button. This will signal the end of input node process and the system will be
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switched to the process of connecting the boundary nodes with given boundary
conditions at each edge.
2.2 Connecting the Nodes by Line Segments
After the Done button is pressed, two subwindows will be displayed: The
first one is the mesh-pattern subwindow where node number are shown in the
corresponding node coordinates. The second is the form-entry subwindow where
the boundary conditions and the connection of line segments are defined.
Inside the form-entry subwindow, there are six buttons where their function
are summarized as follows:
Back up to the previous screen displayEscape
Accept the input of boundary conditions and the lineEnter
segment connection
Undo the previous entered line segmentUndo
Quit Finish the line segment connection process
Region Define the number of sub-regions
Close/Open Define closed or open boundaries
In this process, user is required to connect the boundary nodes by line
segments. Notice that line segments for the outer boundaries are entered in
clockwise direction while the inner boundaries are entered in anti-clockwise
direction (as y-axis is reversed in the graphics-solution subwindow).
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To connect two nodes by line segment, the starting and end node number
are filled into the Start node and End node labels respectively. Moreover,
the boundary conditions corresponds to that line segment can be specified in the
label "Boundary Condition" simultaneously. It is also requires to specify whether
the boundary segment is closed or open by toggling the item from "Close" to
"Open". As the system will allow the domain to be divided into a number of
sub-regions, the line segment will be assigned a region number by filling the
corresponding number in the label "Region number". Instead of using keyboard
to punch in the above informations, a mouse can be used to selected the starting
and end nodes by pressing the right mouse button at the mesh-pattern
subwindow, where the nodes with distance nearest to the mouse position will be
selected and displayed in green color. Meanwhile, the selected node number will
be updated in the Start node and End node. To update the region number by
mouse, press the Re ion button and a pull-down menu will be displayed. Then
select the appropriate region number from the menu by pressing the right mouse
button again, the selected region number will be updated in the label Region
number instantaneously.
A line drawn from the start node to the end node will be displayed on the
mesh-pattern subwindow once the Enter button is pressed. If a mistake has
been made on defining a line segment's connection, user may be able to undo
by pressing the Undo button.
When the connection process is completed, the selection of the uit button
will invoke the process to define the boundary conditions at each node.
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2.3 Defining the Boundary Conditions
Group Quit
node 3node 2:node 1
node 4
Figure A-3 A Form to Define the Nodal Boundary Conditions
A form for defining the boundary conditions at each node as shown in figure
A-3 will appear after the completion of the connection process. Boundary
conditions are entered in sequential order by the keyboard from node number
1 to node number N. Any integer value greater than zero is accepted. For those
nodes with Neumann boundary conditions, no value is required (i.e. just leave
them empty).
To enter the boundary conditions in sequential order, hit the CR each
time when boundary value is filled. Moreover, it is also possible to enter the
boundary condition to a specific node. To do this, use the right mouse button to
select the desired node at the mesh-pattern subwindow and the cursor will jump






A Form to Define the Boundary Conditions for a Group ofFigure A-4
Nodes in Consecutive Option
It is always the case that there will be a number of nodes where boundary
conditions are the same. The Grou button is used to handle this situation.
When this button is pressed, a pull-down menu with two options are shown. One
is Consecutive while the other is Non-Consecutive. To select one of them,
press the right mouse button at the appropriate item. If the Consecutive option
is selected, a new form as shown in figure A-4 will be displayed. Fill in the
boundary conditions, starting node number and end node number and press the
Enter button, the nodes with number between the starting node and end node
will have the same boundary conditions and this information will be displayed
on the graphics-solution subwindow. If the Non-Consecutive option is selected,
a new form as shown in figure A-5 will be displayed. Fill in the boundary
conditions and all nodes (i.e. the node number) with the same boundary
conditions. Each node number is filled into the labelled Node#. By pressing
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the Enter button, the specified nodes will have the same boundary conditions
where this information is displayed on the graphics-solution subwindow. Notice







Figure A-5 A Form to Define the Boundary Conditions for a Group of
Nodes in Non-Consecutive Option
If the rouit button is selected in either the Consecutive or
Non-Consecutive option, it will return to the process of defining the boundary
conditions at each node.
To exit the define boundary conditions process, select the Lpuit button and
the boundary conditions will display in the graphics-solution subwindow.
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2.4, Selection of Processing Mode
As the system is capable to simulate in automatic mode or manual mode,
therefore two buttons label with the corresponding process mode will be
displayed at the panel-area subwindow once the boundary conditions are defined.
Select the appropriate mode by the right mouse button as desired. The zoom
subwindow will be displayed once a mode is selected.
2.4.1 Automatic Mode
Seven buttons will be appeared in the panel-area subwindow if this mode
is selected. The function of each button is summarized as follows:
Define the boundary conditions on each boundary edgeBoundary
and each nodeCondition
Scale up a particular region of interestZoom
Flow Line Plot the set of orthogonal curves
Define the toleranceTolerance
Execute Start the execution of the automatic process
Exit Exit the automatic mode
Hide/Display Toggle item to hide or display the boundary conditions
in the graphics-solution subwindow
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Before the execution is started, some parameters may be altered arbitrarily,
such as the boundary conditions and the tolerance. To change the boundary
conditions, press the- Boundar Condition button and follow the process of
Defining the Boundary Conditions in section 2.3 where the boundary conditions
on each edge or each node may be altered. If the Tolerance button is pressed,
a pull-down menu with a list of tolerance value ranged from 5 to 50 will be
displayed. The tolerance can be changed by selecting the appropriate value from
the list. Notice that the default tolerance is 20 at the beginning.
When all the parameters are set, the automatic simulation process may be
invoked by selecting the Execute button. Once the simulation process is
completed (i.e. graphical solution is obtained), two additional functions are
available: Zooming and plotting of orthogonal curves.
To scale up a particular region of interest, press the zoom button then
define the region to be zoomed using the mouse in the graphics-solution
subwindow. The region to be zoomed is bounded by a rectangular area defined
by a corner and its diagonally opposite comer. The defined region will be scaled








A Form to Define the Source Node for Plotting of OrthogonalFigure A-6
Curves
To plot the set of orthogonal curves, select the Flow Line button. A form
as shown in figure A-6 will be displayed. Fill in the node numbers at the source.
A maximum of ten orthogonal curves can be plotted simultaneously after the
Ouit button is pressed. To cancel the plotting procedure, the Cancel button
may be selected.
Finally, if the user wants to define a new problem or exit the system, the
Exit button must be selected and the control will be returned to the process of
Defining the Nodal Coordinates (i.e section 2.1).
2.4.2 Manual Mode
Eight buttons will be appeared in the panel-area subwindow if this mode
is selected. In fact, six buttons have the same functions as those described in the
automatic mode. The function of the two new buttons are summarized as follows:
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Add a number of boundary nodesAdd Node





A Form to Define the Boundary Edge and the Number ofFigure A-7
Nodes to be Added
Since the generated meshes size are depends on the average nodal spacing
on the boundary, therefore by varying the number of nodes on the boundary, the
mesh size may be controlled arbitrarily. To add. a number of nodes on the
boundary, simply press the Add Node button. and a form as shown in figure
A-7 will be displayed. Three items .are required to be filled in: the starting and
end node numbers for an edge, and the number of nodes to be added within that
edge. Once those information are entered and the Enter button is pressed,..
equally spaced nodes are added to the specified boundary edge and the new
nodes are displayed in the mesh-pattern subwindow. In fact, the starting and end
node numbers can be selected by the mouse in the: mesh-pattern subwindow. T.o
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select the boundary edge where nodes are to be added, point to the desired edge
and press the right mouse button in the mesh-pattern subwindow. The starting
and end node numbers will be updated in the form-entry subwindow. To exit the
add node process, simply press the uit button in the form-entry subwindow.
Contrary to the add node process, nodes may be removed from the
boundary edge by selecting the Remove Node button. A pull-down menu with
two options will be displayed. The first option is All-where all the added nodes
will be removed. The second option is Select where only the selected nodes
will be removed. If this option is selected, a form as shown in figure A-5-will be
displayed. The nodes to be removed are filled in each label Node# where the
node number is required. Maximum of ten nodes can be removed simultaneously
after the uit button is pressed. Removed nodes will be erased from the
mesh-pattern subwindow and the node number of the reminding nodes will be
reorganized in order to keep in a successive sequence. To cancel the remove
node procedure, the cICancel button may be selected.
3. LIMITATION OF THE SYSTEM
1. A maximum of 3000 triangular elements can be handled
2. A maximum of 1500 nodes (both interior and boundary nodes) can be
stored
3. The global domain can be divided into a maximum of 5 sub-regions
4. The global domain and its sub-regions must be composed by a maximum
of 500 line segments
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5. A maximum of 10 open boundary line segments are allowed
6. For each open boundary line segment, maximum 200 boundary nodes are
allowed.
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APPENDIX B METHODS ATTEMPTED FOR CONSTRUCTION OF
ORTHOGONAL CURVES
Several methods have been attempted for plotting of flow lines before the
successful one is developed. Most of them are based on the idea of finding the
path of maximum temperature gradient flow from source to sink, in theory the
line thus drawn will be orthogonal to the equipotentials. Typically, the
steady-state heat flow in a rectangular region is studied, the boundary conditions
of the region and the corresponding flow lines are shown in figure B-1, it is used
as a template for testing the correctness of each methods. Their implementation
detail and result are described as follows:
100
Figure B-1 Heat. distribution in a region and its flow lines
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1.The Maximum Gradient Method I
Since temperature values of each point within the region are known, based
on those values, the temperature gradient between any two points can be
calculated easily. Starting from any point in the source, all points within 10 pixels
around the starting point (i.e. a 20x20 pixels square region with the starting point
at the center) are selected, gradient between the starting point and each point
are calculated to select the one with maximum gradient. After the comparison,
the point selected will become the starting point at the next cycle. This process
will continue until the region's boundary is reached. A flow line should be
obtained by joining those points together. However, the line generated by this
method is not orthogonal to the equipotentials, it is a straight line that goes
towards the boudary as shown in figure B-2
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The reason is that the number of pixels between the starting point and the
new point is too large, points selected for gradient comparison may occasionally
cross a equipotential's boundary and therefore have lower temperature value
than others. As a result, error accumulates for successive point selection. Since
the path between any two selected points is joined by a straight line, therefore
the final path is a straight line goes toward the lowest temperature boundary.
2. The Refined Maximum Gradient Method I
The second method to find the flow line is similar to the first method, the
only difference is that the distance is reduced from ten pixels per cycle to one
pixel. For a starting point, the temperatures at its adjacent points are compared
to select the one with lowest temperature value as shown in figure B-3. Similar
to the maximum gradient method, the point selection and comparison process





point 6 point 7 point 8
Figure B-3 The starting point and its adjacent points
joined together to form the desired line.
point 5
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Unfortunately, the result obtained is exactly the same as the maximum
gradient method I (figure B-2), a straight line make a 45 degree angle with
horizontal goes towards the boundary. Afterwards, it was found that the problem
is on the point selection strategy. Consider figure B-4, the distances between the
starting point and point 1, point 3, point 6 or point 8 are Hence, their slope
are differ by a factor of 1 2 as compared with the slope of point 2, point 4,
point 5 and point 7.





point 8point 6 point 7
Figure B-4 Distance between the center point and its adjacent points
Consider the template, the temperature gradients on point 3 and point 8
are always the lowest. Therefore, the resulting line is a 45 degree straight line
goes toward the boundary.
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3. The Refined Maximum Gradient Method 11
With the experience learnt from the refined maximum gradient method I,
an improvement has been made on the point selection strategy. When calculating
the slope which involves the corner points, their slope has to be normalized (i.e.
divided by a factor of 2
Although the flow line plotted by this method is unacceptable (figure B-5),
the line is not smooth enough and does not intersect perpendicularly with the
equipotentials. The slight improvement obtained is that the direction of the line
displayed is closed to a desired flow line
100
Figure B-5 Flow line generated by the refined maximum gradient
method II
Before attempting another new method, it is suspected that the problem
is probably on the data since the points are selected depend on their values.
Preliminarily, 189 equidistant points are calculated by the S.O.R. method, then
all the data within the region (450x270) are approximated by the Bezier surface
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patch method. Thus, an error is accumulated during the computation process.
In order to minimize the error, the number of point calculated by the S.O.R.
Method is increased from the original 189 points to 961 points (31x31) and the
number of patches is adjusted from the number of 36 patches to 100 patches.
Eventually, it is proved that the temperature value is independent to the number
of initial points and patches since the same non-smooth curve is obtained by the
same method with this new rearrangement.
Actually, the problem is that the temperature values between each
neighboring point is too close to each other such that their slight difference
cannot be detected. This method only compares their neighboring slope and
therefore cannot be used to determine the actual flow line accurately.
4. The Bresenham Point Selection Method
An alternative way to select the points to determine the one with maximum
gradient is to apply Bresenham circle algorithm [Hearn86], it makes sure that
all the points selected by this algorithm is approximately equidistant and the
point with the lowest temperature value means it has the maximum gradient.
Hence, the flow line can be plotted by joining up all those points together.
However, the result obtained as in figure B-6 is not that. ideal. Different
radii (2, 3, 5 and 10 pixels) have been tried in. the Bresenham circle algorithm,
a. stairstep flow, line. is obtained and it is still not orthogonal. to the equipotential
lines..
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Actually, this method only makes sure that the flow line is the maximum
rate of change of temperature. The most important properties (flow line and
equipotential line intersect at right angle), however, cannot be ensured.
100
Figure B-6 Flow-line generated by the Bresenham point selection method
5. The Bezier Curve Approximation Method
Following the Bresenham point selection method, a set of points defining
the path of maximum gradient are obtained. With any four consecutive points,
flow lines can be approximated by a. Bezier curve. Typically, the control points
are the initial and final points together with two other intermediate points where
they are all equidistant apart.
Bezier curve is a, cubic curve that can be determined by four control points-
but: only passes through the. first. and fourth data points.. The two intermediate:




Although a continuous curve is produced by this technique, the most
important property of a flow line (i.e. orthogonality) cannot be ensured (figure
B-7).
100
Flow line generated by the Bezier curve approximationFiure R-7
method
Another version is to apply the point selection strategy of the refined
maximum gradient method II. The flow line is also approximated by a Bezier
curve. Consequently, the flow lines produced cannot be generalized defined by
the control points because the second and the third control point will affect the
shape of a curve. On the one hand, there does not exist a rule which can be used
to govern the'selection of control- points in order- to produce an ideal flow line.
On the.. other hand,. suitable: set of control points- varies from one. flow line to
another. Thus, some condition, must be restricted.. in order to ensure the.
orthogonality property.
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6. ,The Normal Vector Approximation Method
All of the methods mentioned above are based on finding the maximum
gradient between two equipotentials, their results show that they fail to observe
the orthogonality property. The failure is due to the fact that in a raster-scan
display, each equipotential line is not well defined and is composed of a group
of discrete pixels with nearly equal potentials. Although a pixel may be selected
with maximum gradient, it may not be perpendicular to the equipotential line
as illustrate in figure B-8. A pixel with the potential equal to the average value
of pixels of nearly equal potentials may be chosen to represent the equipotential






A point with maximum gradient is not necessary orthogonalFigure B-8
to the equipotential line
Due to the discrete nature of pixels, calculation error for- the direction. of
flow. lines will- be accumulated during point: selection.. In order to ensure- the:
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orthogonality of the flow line, the normal vector approximation method is
attempted, in which, two pixels with nearly equal potentials are used to define
the slope of the tangent and the flow line is drawn from a pixel which is made
to be perpendicular to the tangent of the equipotential as shown in figure B-9.
equipotentialequipotential
line 2line 1
The relationship of the tangent and its normal between twoFigure B-9
Actually, this method is based on a rule in coordinate geometry. It is well
known that the slope of a line can be easily calculated, from which the slope of
itc normal can a1so be deduced.




and the slope of its normal is,
The equation of the normal can be expressed as:
If (x j, y t) is the starting point of the normal, then




A y is usually less than one pixel if the slope of the normal is less than one.
The flow line on is determined on the basis of incrementing one pixel in
x-direction at a time. Starting from a pixel with a given potential, the nearest
pixel of the same potential is searched and found in order to determine the slope
for the normal vector. Moreover, a pixel temperature within a tolerance of, say,
0.03 degree temperature of the starting pixel is assumed to be the same
temperature. Once the equation of the equipotential line is known, the direction
of its normal towards the second equipotential line can be found and the pixel
for the flow line can be calculated and plotted on pixel level by equation (B3).
Since the distance between the starting point and the next point in
x-direction is only one pixel, therefore it is reasonable to use line segments to
approximate flow curves (figure B-10). Meanwhile, the calculated point does not
usually fall on a pixel in the bitmap, it need be rounded off to the nearest integer






Figure B-10 Flow line generated by the normal vector approximation
method
In this method, the new pixel (x,y) on the flow curve is calculated by equation.
(B3). Two special cases have to be considered. One is that when the slope of the
tangent approaches zero (i.e. m-> 0), the slope of the normal (i.e. the flow
curves) will approach infinity where the increment in y-direction cannot be-
determined. In order to avoid that, the slope of the tangent should not be less
than± 0.4, that is the number of pixels increment in the y-direction is limited to
2.5 pixels. Similarly, the second case is if the slope of the tangent is greater than
+2.5, the slope of the normal is taken as zero.
Although a satisfactory flow curve can be generated by this method,. the
major drawback: is the- time required for plotting- flow lines is very long. For
example, a total time of 11 minutes and 37' seconds is. required to plot nine flow-
lines by this method- The: slow execution speed is' caused by the, long time- taken:-
in searching for the- neighboring point of the same- potential,. since the desired
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point may be far away from the starting point. Using tolerance larger than 0.03
bad approximation to the actual equipotential line.
degrees will, of course, speed up the searching process but the trade-off is the
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